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About RhodeCode
RhodeCode, Inc. produces the most intuitive platform for software development teams to
manage and collaborate in a secure and unified way. Founded in 2010, RhodeCode, Inc. is an
enterprise software development platform with offices in Berlin, Germany and San Francisco,
CA, USA.
RhodeCode Community Edition (CE), the free and Open Source foundation of the platform,
allows software teams to control, manage and protect software source code, while
automating collaboration activities across Git, Mercurial, and Subversion repositories through
a single interface. Developers get to use the tools they want; companies get security,
compliance, and best practices to stay safe and competitive.
RhodeCode Enterprise Edition (EE) provides an additional layer of enterprise-needed features
on top of the Community Edition, such as high availability, unlimited support, and readily
available integrations with enterprise systems and tools. RhodeCode EE is used by
government organizations and market leaders in 80 countries to increase software
development productivity and keep source code securely protected behind the firewall inside
their private cloud.

Company Fact sheet
RhodeCode Launched: 2010
Offices: San Francisco, CA; Berlin, Germany
Leadership: Marcin Kuzminski, CTO; Matthew Powell, CEO
Employees: 25

Global Growth
― Over 10,000 organizations are currently using RhodeCode Enterprise
― Paying Customers in 80 countries
― RhodeCode platform (CE&EE) is available in 3 languages; English, Italian, Japanese

Executive Bios
Marcin Kuzminski CTO
Marcin created RhodeCode Enterprise out of his need for software development tools that
have uncompromising security and productivity functionality, but which also scale to handle
large globally distributed teams.
Marcin has a track record in pioneering new technologies as a Python enthusiast, open source
evangelist, and co-founder of RhodeCode. He has been a software engineer since 2005 and
actively programming in Python since 2007. Along with having very strong JavaScript
experience, he has also worked with Java, Ruby, and C++.
Since 2005, Marcin has also been continuously working with SQL database administration and
design in large scale enterprise environments. During this time, he has been heavily involved
in many open source projects including; VCS, Celery, Pyramid, Mercurial, Dulwich, Salt, and
Libcloud.
This level of technical expertise has taken him around the globe, and he has worked as a
software developer and CTO in Poland, Israel, Germany, and the U.S.A. In the course of
working on so many large scale enterprise projects he developed the underlying RhodeCode
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technology to bring additional collaboration, performance, and usability behind the firewall to
the teams and projects he worked with on a daily basis.
“I’m passionate about version control systems, and enabling people to collaborate on
code and documents.”
Marcin holds a Computer Science degree from the Polish-Japanese Institute of Information
Technology in Warsaw.

Matthew Powell, CEO
Matthew joined RhodeCode as President and worldwide CEO in 2015. He is responsible for
the strategy, vision, partnering, and global business results of the company. He has extensive
experience and success as a CEO with high growth enterprise companies on both sides of the
Atlantic. Matthew holds an MBA from The Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.

Media Contacts
For Press, Marketing & PR inquiries, please, contact:
Dmitry Konchalenkov
Senior Marketing Manager
dmitry@rhodecode.com
+49 157 529 78307

Logos and Materials
For graphical assets and logotypes, please, visit: https://rhodecode.com/press
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